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Abstract. — Let M be an infinité commutative monoid. Suppose that M has a Church-Rosser
présentation. If M is cancellative or if the présentation is special then M is either the free cyclic
group or the free cyclic monoid.
Résumé. — Soit M un monoide commutatif infini. Supposons que M possède une présentation
finie ayant la propriété de « Church-Rosser ». Si M est simplifiable ou si la présentation est spéciale,
alors M est soit le groupe cyclique libre soit le monoide cyclique libre.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that it is undecidable whether the monoid presented by a
Thue system is a group. However, if the Thue System is Church-Rosser and
special, then this question is decidable. Cochet [3] has shown that if a group
has a finite Church-Rosser special présentation, then the group is isomorphic
with the free product of finitely may cyclic groups. Of course every countable
monoid has a Church-Rosser présentation with infinitely many generators and
infinitely many relators. It is challenging to ask which monoids admit a finite
Church-Rosser présentation.
We regard a monoid as a quotient of a free monoid and ask for the
possibility of expressing commutativity by the présentation. We prove that
this is impossible in many cases. Let M be an infinité commutative monoid
with a finite Church-Rosser présentation. If M is cancellative or the
présentation is special, then M is either the free monoid on one generator or
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the free group on one generator. Thus, any commutative group with a finite
Church-Rosser présentation is either finite or free cyclic.
SECTION 1

Thue Systems
If S is a set of symbols (i. e., an alphabet), then E* is the free monoid with
identity 1 generated by E. If w is a string, then the length of w is denoted by
111 =0»

\a\ = 1 for

|wa| = | w | + l

for we E*,

and:
ael.

A Thue system T on an alphabet E is a subset of E* x E*; each pair in T
is a rule. The Thue congrence generated by T is the reflexive transitive closure
<-• of the relation <-* defined as follows: for any w, v such that (u, v) e T or
(v, ü)eT and any x, j e E*, xuy <-> xvy. Two strings w, z are congruent (mod
T) if w<-> z and the congruence class of z (mod 7) is [z] = { w | w «-• z }.
If T is a Thue system on alphabet E, then the congruence classes of T form
a monoid M under the multiplication [x] o [y] = [xy] and with identity [1]. This
is the monoid presented by T.
If T is a Thue system, write x<r+y provided x<->y and |x | > \y |, and write
-* for the reflexive transitive closure of the relation
Without loss of generality, assume that for any Thue system T9 (u, v)eT
implies \u\ ^ \v\.
A Thue system T is special if (u, t?) e T implies | v | =0.
*
A Thue system T is Church-Rosser if for all x, y9 x<^y implies that for
some z, x^> z and y-*z.
A string w is irreducible (mod T) if there is no z such that w -> z in T.
It is useful to note that a Thue system is Church-Rosser if and only if each
congruence class has a unique irreducible string [4, 6].
The définition of the Church-Rosser property by means of the réduction
-> which is defined in terms of length is a very strong restriction. However,
the property provides a great deal of power in terms of deciding properties of
the monoid so presented. For additional properties of such Systems, see [24, 7].
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SECTION 2

The resuit

In order to establish our results we study the structure of Thue Systems that
are Church-Rosser. The first two lemmas have elementary proofs that are left
as exercices.
LEMMA 1: Let 7 \ be a Thue System on that alphabet S and let M be the
monoid presented by 7V Suppose thaï Ti is Church-Rosser. Then there exists
a Thue System T2 on the alphabet X such that T2 présents M, T2 is ChurchRosser, and if (u, v)eT2, then
\u\>\v\.
LEMMA 2: Let Tx be a Thue System on the alphabet X and let M be the
monoid presented by 7 \ . Suppose that 7 \ is Church-Rosser. Then there exists
a Thue system T2 on an alphabet A g S such that:
(i) T2 has no rules ofthe form (a, 1) with aeA;
(ii) T2 is Church-Rosser ;
(iii) T2 présents M.

Henceforth we assume that T is a finite Thue System over the alphabet L,
that T is Church-Rosser, that for every a e 2, (a, 1)^T, and that (u, v)eT
implies | u \ > \ v \. Let M be the monoid presented by T.
3: For any a, bel* with a^b, ifab<r+ba9 then either:
. *
(i) there is an i > 0 such that alb<-+\;

LEMMA

or:
(ii) for some U ] with 0 ^ i <ƒ, alb «-• ajb.

Proof: We claim that there is a séquence cu c2, . . . e E U { 1} such that
fy

for every L For i — 1, this follows from the fact that T is Church-

Rosser and the hypothesis that ab<-+ba. If alb<r->Ci for some i, then:
c%a <-• alba «-* alab <-• acx

so that T Church-Rosser implies that for some
ci+1 e S U { 1}, cta - > c i + i

so
ai + ib ->act ->
vol. 18, n° 1, 1984
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The alphabet £ is finite so { c(-11 > 0 } ç E U { 1} implies that either ct = 1
for some i so (i) holds, or there exist i and j with 0<i<j and Ci~Cj so that
(ii) holds.
•
4: Let M be canceliative. For any a e E, if a2 is reducible then a has
finite order.
Proof: lia2 is reducible, then a2 - • 1 or a 2 - • b for some b e E. If a2 -> 1, then
a has finite order. If a2 -> b, then è ^ a since M is canceliative and a^ 1. Now
LEMMA

a 2 - • fc implies aft <-• aa2 <~» &a. By Lemma 3, either there is an i such that
aI + 2 <-• a'fc «-• 1 or for some
i, y

with

a'b <-> a'b. so aJ " ' «-*• 1

0 < i <,ƒ,

since M is canceliative. In either case, a has finite order.
Now we have our result.

•

THEOREM: Suppose that M is commutative and infinité. If M is canceliative
or T is special, then M is either the free cyclic group or the free cyclic monoid.
Proof: Since M is commutative and T is Church-Rosser, any irreducible
word has the form al where a el, and i^O. If the cardinality of S is one, then
M is the free cyclic monoid. Assume the cardinality of E is greater than one.
We will show that S has exactly two éléments. Since M is commutative and
infinité, there is an element of E of infinité order, say a. Let b be any element
in E - { a } .

Suppose that M is canceliative. We claim that ab^c with c e E is impossible.
First note that c^a and c#ft for otherwise in-»l o r a ^ l by cancellation,
contradicting our assumptions on T. Now if:
ab-*c

and

ac-*d,

d e E U { 1},

then
ba^c

and

ca->d

since M is commutative. Thus:
*
*
*
c2 <r+ abc «-> bac «-* bd

and so c 2

is reducible. By Lemma 4 this means c has finite order, say ck - • 1. Since a has
infinité order and M is canceliative, it is not the case that:
éc <r+ ajc

with

0 < i <j,
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so by Lemma 3 there is an i such that alc -> 1. Thus:

contradicting the fact that a has infinité order. Hence, for ail
bel*— {a},

ab-* l

and

ba^> 1.

This means that every element of Z has infinité order since a has infinité order
and if
b>^\
for fceS and
j>0,
then
since ab -» 1 € T. Now
1 = {a, b } ,

ab->leT,

ba->leT,

and every element of S having infinité order implies M is the free cyclic group.
If
ceZ— {a,b}, then ac -• 1
and
ab -> 1 so b<->c
by cancellation ; but b^cso this is a contradiction of Tbeing Church-Rosser.
Suppose that Tis special. Then for every bel, with fc#a, ab -• 1 e T. Thus,
as above, every element of E has infinité order, and if X = {a, b}, b#a, then
M is the free cyclic group. If
*
*
*
ceYi — ^a, b}, then ab<-• ba, ac<->ca,
and
bc<->• cb,
so T being Church-Rosser and special implies
{(ab, 1), (ba, 1), (ac, 1), (ca, 1), (fcc, 1), (ci, 1)} £ T.
Hence :

*

b

*

so

*

but a # c so this is a contradiction of T being Church-Rosser.
•
If the requirement that M be cancellative or T be special is omitted, then
the resuit no longer holds. For example, let:
X = {a,b}

and

T= {(ab9 b), (ba, b), (bb, b)};

the monoid M presented by Tis commutative (since ab<r+b<r+bà) and infinité
(since for ail n, [art]^[an+1]) but not free (since for ail n, [an] [b] = [b]).
vol. 18, n° 1, 1984
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SECTION 3

Remarks
As the référée has pointed out, in the literature on commutative monoid the
monoid is often regarded as a quotient of a free commutative monoid [5, 8, 9].
In this case the commutativity must not be expressed by the présentation.
Hence, our results do not hold in such a setting as seen by the following
example. Let M = (£, T) be the commutative monoid with:
2 = { a, â, by b }

and

T= { (aa, 1), (bb, 1) )}.

Then T is Church-Rosser and special but M is the free abelian group on two
generators.
Even in this case there are commutative monoid with no finite ChurchRosser présentations, e. g., M = ( { a, b } ; a2 = b2). Ballantyne and Lankford [1]
use another notion of Church-Rosser présentation where réduction is not
based on the length of strings and show that any commutative monoid with
a finite présentation admits a finite présentation which is Church-Rosser in
their sensé. This gives a uniform method for solving the word problem in
finitely presented commutative monoids.
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